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ACCESSORIES
FOR THE 
ALL-NEW
AMAROK

EVOe
EVOm

CARGO CARRIERS
CARGO SLIDE



Conquer every peak in style with the All-New Amarok
and Mountain Top accessories – limitless adventure 
awaits.

Created through a strong partnership with our 
European distributors, this range is specially 
designed to elevate the Amarok’s performance, 
practicality, and aesthetics, guaranteeing an 
ideal fit and flawless compatibility with your 
vehicle. 

ATTENTION ALL ADVENTURERS!



YOUR TRUCK, YOUR WAY
Experience the allure of limitless adventure 
with Mountain Top accessories for the All-
New Amarok. Elevate your journey with 
these cutting-edge accessories:

• EVOe Electric Roll Cover
• EVOm Manual Roll Cover
• Cargo Carriers Roll Cover Fit
• Cargo Slide

NO LIMITS WITH ALL-NEW AMAROK



EVOe
Escape the work week and dive into 
weekend adventures with Mountain 
Top’s Electric Roll Cover, EVOe.

Designed for those who love to 
explore, EVOe offers the perfect 
blend of security, style, and 
functionality to elevate your 
truck and your off-road 
experiences.

EASY-TO-USE REMOTEELECTRIC BELTDRIVE 
Designed with a patented electric 
belt drive and a dedicated soft-close 
mechanism the EVOe eliminates hard 
stops.

The EVOe remote allows you to open 
and close the roll cover with the touch 
of a button. 

MADE TO BE ACCESSORISEDEMERGENCY EXIT
Built-in accessory tracks to accommodate Adventure 
Racks, Cargo Carriers or Sports Bars, 
with no drilling required.

EVOe comes with an easy-to-access exit handle, 
allowing for a quick release in case of a power 
failure or an emergency situation. 



Escape the hustle and bustle of everyday 
life and embark on a family adventure 
with the ultimate protection for your 
Amarok - with Mountain Top’s Manual 
Roll Cover, EVOm.

Rigorously tested to withstand 
extreme conditions worldwide, 
the EVOm guarantees the 
security and safety of your 
gear.

EVOm

MORE CARGO SPACEFORM MEETS FUNCTION
EVOm offers design, functionality and 
quality in one single product.

A minimised canister design allows 
for maximum storage space and 
helps reduce the overall footprint of 
EVOm.

INTERLOCKING ALUMINIUM SLATSNO EXTERNAL HANDLE
The EVOm’s unique hinge design and powder coated 
aluminium slats are 100% knife proof, keeping your 
gear safe and secure.

With no external handle or keylock, the EVOm 
protects the truck bed from any unauthorised 
access.



CARGO CARRIERS
Get ready for the ultimate road trip 
experience with Mountain Top Cargo 
Carriers.

These rugged, stylish carriers 
provide you with extra storage 
space, so you can pack all your 
essentials and hit the open road 
with ease.   

From camping trips to off-
roading excursions, our 
Cargo Carriers are the 
perfect accessory for 
your truck.

HOLDS CARGO IN PLACEEASY TO INSTALL
Utilise the fitting channels in the 
side tracks of the Mountain Top Roll 
Cover.

Cargo Carriers are lockable and fitted 
with rubber strips to keep cargo in 
place whilst eliminating wind noise.

ROBUST & DURABLEFUNCTIONAL DESIGN 
The Cargo Carriers are constructed from strong 
lightweight aluminium, which is built to withstand 
the elements.

Functionally designed adding an additional 
layer of practicality. Making it easy to load cargo 
safely and securely on top of the truck. 



The Mountain Top Cargo Slide allows 
for easy access to the entire truck 
bed and extends the practicality of 
your pickup truck as a whole. 

The Cargo Slide fits smoothly 
under the Mountain Top Roll 
Cover allowing for quick access 
to all your cargo.

CARGO SLIDE

INTEGRATED TIE-DOWN MANUFACTURED TO BE USED 
The Cargo Slide is constructed from 
strong, yet lightweight aluminium 
profiles designed and tested for 
carrying up to 300kg of load capacity.

The Cargo Slide can be further enhanced 
by adding the optional sidewalls, to 
keep parts in place or eye bolts to 
secure your load with straps.

CARGO SAFETYEASY HANDLING
For safety and convenience, the Cargo Slide has 
multiple locking positions.

With a simple push and pull on the ergonomic 
handle, the slide lets you reach your cargo while 
staying in an upright and comfortable position.



For further enquiries or 
information about our Mountain 
Top accessories for the 
Volkswagen Amarok, please visit 
our website:

www.mountaintop.dk

www.ullsteinconcepts.com

Ullstein Concepts GmbH | Bahnhofstr. 20 | D-85416 Langenbach




